Trade Secret
Litigation

Highlights
• Bet the Company Litigation Wins
Clients call on us in high stakes, bet-the-company trade secret cases because we know how to try — and
win — complex cases. We are known for our landmark jury verdicts in trade secret disputes.
• Aggressive Legal Representation
We quickly and aggressively pursue violators or defend our clients against trade secret claims, including
seeking or defending against temporary restraining orders and other injunctive relief, and prosecuting
claims in state or federal court and in alternative dispute resolution forums.
• High Tech Industry Professionals
Because we bring years of technology experience to each matter, we are uniquely qualified to understand
— and explain to the judge or jury — the complex technical issues involved in trade secret litigation and
other sophisticated IP litigation matters.

Overview
Munck Wilson Mandala has a distinguished, trade secret litigation practice. This expertise comes from our combination of high-tech knowledge
and exceptional trial skills. By teaming our talented IP lawyers with our accomplished trial lawyers, we deliver focused, strategic, high caliber
representation in a wide range of trade secret and unfair competition matters.

Experience
In today’s business environment, companies have never been more vulnerable to the loss, misuse or theft of their trade secrets or proprietary
information.
Clients regularly call on us for guidance in this complex area – where federal law offers limited protection, state laws vary, and the law is constantly
changing both from legislative action and court decisions. We are aggressive in defending you against allegations, including trade secret
misappropriation, breaches of restrictive covenants, breaches of fiduciary duty, employee raiding, tortious interference with business relations
and contracts, unfair competition, violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, and similar claims.
When you hire our trade secret litigation team, you are hiring a firm built around technology clients and their specific needs. Our attorneys have
diverse and distinguished technical backgrounds and business experience, and we are known for our meticulous trial skills that tell your story to
the jury and judge effectively. We are known for our groundbreaking jury verdicts in IP litigation disputes, many of them involving infringement of
trade secrets.
Through tenacious research and strategy, we develop trade secret litigation cases that stand against cross-examination and convince judges and
juries to award decisions favorable to our clients.
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Trade Secret Litigation

Related Practices:
Copyrights
IP Audits & Legal Opinions
IP Portfolio Management & Consulting
Patent Litigation
Supreme Court & Appellate Practice
Trademark & Copyright Litigation
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